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In this paper, we characterize those locales L such that every sublocale is spatial. The notion 
of essential prime is introduced and it is shown that every sublocale of L is spatial iff every 
element of L is the meet of its essential primes. This is related to work of Simmons characterizing 
when the assembly NL of nuclei on L is spatial. If L is the open subsets of a space X, these 
conditions correspond to X being weakly scattered. Finally, the main theorem is applied to the 
case X = spec R, where I? is a commutative ring with identity. 
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1. Introduction 
The goal of this paper is to characterize those locales L such that every sublocale 
of L is spatial. 
In [2], Kirby studies closure operators on the lattice of ideals of a commutative 
ring R with 1. In particular, he shows that every ‘quasi-radical’ operator is ‘radical’ 
if and only if every radical ideal has an essential prime divisor. These ‘quasi-radical’ 
operators are just the nuclei (in the sense of [3]) on the locale Rad(R) of radical 
ideals of R, and the ‘radical’ operators are precisely those for which the correspond- 
ing sublocales are spatial. Thus, Kirby characterizes those rings R such that every 
sublocale of Rad(R) is spatial. In the following, we generalize this result to an 
arbitrary locale L, and relate it to a characterization due to Simmons [4] of those 
L for which the assembly NL of all nuclei on L is spatial. 
For background on locales, we refer the reader to Johnstone’s book Stone Spaces 
[ 11. We would like to thank Harold Simmons for several suggestions which improved 
some of the results we presented in an earlier version of this paper. 
* The research for this paper was supported by National Science Foundation RUI Grant No. 
DMS-8506039. 
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2. Essential primes 
Let L be a locale. Recall that an element p of L is called prime if p # 1, and 
a~bsp implies asp or bsp. Fix such a p. Since (a+p)~a<p, if asp, then 
a+p<p. Since pGa-+p in any case, it follows that a +p = p. Conversely, if 
a+p=p, then a+p#l, and so asp. Thus, we obtain: 
Lemma 2.1. If p is prime, then a $ p if a + p = p. 
Primes are of interest in the determination of whether a locale is spatial, i.e., 
isomorphic to the locale 6(X) of open subsets of a topological space X. In particular, 
L is spatial if and only if every element a is the meet of all the primes p 2 a. Prime 
elements of O(X) are complements of irreducible closed subsets. In a sober space, 
these are of the form X\{X}, for x E X. 
Suppose a G p and p is prime. Then p is called a minimal prime of a, if p is 
minimal among primes above a. Let Pr(a) denote the set of primes above a and 
Min(a) denote the set of minimal primes of a. Clearly, Min(a) G Pr(a). By Zorn’s 
Lemma, given p E Pr(a), there exists q E Min(a) such that q G p. Thus, A Min(a) = 
A Pr(a), and it follows that L is spatial iff a = A Min(a), for all a E L. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose a = A S and p E S, where S c_ Min( a). Let b = A {q E SI q # p}. 
Thenp+a=b. 
Proof. Since p A b s a, we know that b s p +a. If qES and qfp, sincepsq and 
(p~a)r\p~a~q,wehavep~a~q.Hence,p-,a~r\{qESIq#p}=b.Therefore 
p+a=b. Cl 
A minimal prime p is called essential if a = A Min(a) and a f 
A {q E Min(a) 1 q # p}. Let Ess(a) denote the set of essential primes of a. 
Suppose A is a sublocale of L, i.e., a subset of L which is closed under meets, 
and satisfies b+ a E L, whenever a E A and b E L, or equivalently, A = L, = 
{a E Llj(u) = a}, w ere j is a nucleus on L (in the sense of [3]). Let 9”a denote the h 
set of primes of A. Then it is not difficult to show that Ya = An gL. If A is given 
by a nucleus j, then 9, = {p E PpLI j(p) = p}. Now a sublocale of a locale L need 
not be spatial, even if L is spatial. For example O’(R),, has no primes, since primes 
of 6’(R) are of the form [w\(x), x E Iw, and l(U) = ([w\ U)O. 
In order to characterize those locales L whose sublocales are spatial, we begin 
by considering some examples of sublocales. Fix a E L, and consider the function 
b-(b -+ a) + a, which is easily seen to be a nucleus on L. Note that when a = 0, 
this is just 11. We would like to determine prime elements of LC_,,),,. 
Proposition 2.3. The following are equivalent for a E L satisfying a = A Min(a). 
(1) p is prime in LC_,,),,. 
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(2) p isprime in L, and (p+a)+a=p. 
(3) p is an essential prime of a. 
(4) p is prime in L, and there exists b E L such that a = b A p and b S p. 
Proof. Note that (l)e(2) holds by the above remarks about sublocales. 
(2)*(3) Suppose p is prime and (p + a) + a = p. Then clearly p E Pr( a). First, 
we show that p E Min( a). Suppose a <q~pandqisprime.Ifq#p,since(p+a)~ 
psa<q andpgq, we havep+a<q. Hence,p+a=(p+a)Aq~(p+a)Ap~a, 
and so 1 c (p + a) + a = p, contradicting the fact that p is prime. Thus, p E Min( a). 
Let b = A {q E Min( a)) q # p}. It remains to show that a # b. By Lemma 2.2, p + a = b. 
Since (p+a)+a=p, it follows that p=b -+a=b+(bAp)=b+p, and so bgp. 
Hence, a = b A p f b, and so p E E&a). 
(3)+(4) Suppose p is an essential prime of a. Let b = A {q E Min( a) 1 q # p}. 
Then a=bAp and b%p, since b#a. 
(4)+(2) LetpEPr(a)andbELbesuchthata=bhpandb~p.Sinceb~ppu, 
we have ((p+a)+a)Ab~((p+a)+a)A(p +a)Sa=bApSp and b$p. Thus, 
(p-+a)+a~p, and so (p+a)+a=p, as desired. 0 
Corollary 2.4. Zf a, b E L, b + a # 1, and p is an essential prime of b + a, then b < p. 
Proof. Suppose b s p, and let c = b + a. By (3)+(2) of Proposition 2.3, we have 
p=(p+c)+c=( p+(b+a))+c=((pAb)+a)+c=(b+a)+c=c+c=l, 
contradicting the assumption that p is prime. Thus b % p. 0 
3. Spatial sublocales 
If L is a locale, then the assembly of L is the set NL of nuclei on L. It is well 
known that NL is a locale [l, 31. The meet of nuclei is defined pointwise, and if 
j and k are nuclei (k+j)(a)=A{k(b)+j(b)lbza}. 
We shall make use of the following three lemmas, the first two of which were 
suggested by Simmons. 
Lemma 3.1. [4, Lemma 2.6(i)]. Zf j is a nucleus on L and a E L, then j G (- + a) + a 
#j(a) = a. 
Lemma 3.2. The following are equivalent for a nucleus j on L. 
( 1) j is prime in NL. 
(2) j is two-valued. 
(3) j = (- + p) + p, for some prime p of L. 
Proof. (l)*(2) Suppose j is, prime, and j(u) #j(O), or equivalently, j(u) g j(0). 
Then a v 0 = a % j(O), and so a v - $ j. Since (a + -) A (a v -) d j, and j is prime, it 
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follows that a + - G j. In particular, 1= a + a <j(u), and so j(u) = 1. Since j is 
prime, we know j z 1. Thus, j is two-valued. 
(2)j(3) Suppose j is two-valued, and let p = j(0). Clearly, j( p) =p, p s j(u), for 
all a, and ifj(u) # p, then j(u) = j( 1) = 1. To see that p is prime, suppose a A b =S p. 
Thenj(u)r\j(b)~j(p)=p,anditfollowsthatj(u)=porj(b)=p,andso aspor 
b G p, as desired. 
If asp, then j(u)sj(p)=p, and so j(u)=p=(u+p)-+p. If a$p, then j(a)Sp 
sinceu~j(u),andsoj(a)=1.byLemma2.1,u~p=p,andhence(u~p)~p=1= 
j(a). Therefore, j=(-+p)+p. 
(3)=+(l) Supposej=(-~p)-,p,forsomeprimep,andk~l~j.ByLemma3.1, 
(kh l)(p)=p, and so k(p)h l(p)Sp. Since p is prime, it follows that k(p)cp or 
l(p) s p. Using Lemma 3.1 again, we get k s(-+p)+porIG(-+p)+p.Therefore, 
j is prime in NL. 
Lemma 3.3. A nucleus j is a meet of primes in NL if Lj is spatial. 
Proof. Applying Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we have, j is a meet of primes in NL iff 
j=r\{(-+p)+pIj(p)=p, P EPr(L)I ifij(u)=A{(u+p)+pIj(p)=p, pEPs(L 
for all UEL. Now, (u+p)+p=p if asp; and by Lemma 2.1, (u+p)+p=l, if 
a g p. Thus, the above holds iff j( a) = A {p E Pr( L) 1 j(p) = p, a s p}, for all a E L, iff 
u=r\{pEPr(Lj)Iu sp}, for all a E Lj iff L, is spatial. 
Theorem 3.4. The following are equivalent for a locale L. 
(1) Every sublocale of L is spatial. 
(2) The assembly NL is spatial. 
(3) L(-++a has a prime element and a = A Min(u), for all a # 1. 
(4) Every proper element of L has an essential prime. 
(5) Every element of L is the meet of its essential primes. 
(6) Every element of L has an irredundant representation us a meet of primes. 
Proof. (l)+(2) by Lemma 3.3. 
(2)+(3) Suppose a # 1. Since NL is spatial, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we have 
(--+u)+u=A{(-+p)+pIp is prime, (p+u)+u=p}. (*). 
Substituting a, we get 
u=(u+u)+u 
=A{(u+p)+plp isprime, (p+a)-+u=p} 
al\{p(p is prime, u~p}~u 
and so a = r\Pr(u) = AMin( Since a # 1, the meet in (*) is nonempty. Let p be 
a prime such that (p+ a) + a =p. By Proposition 2.3, p is prime in Lc__a)_a. 
(3)+(4) by Proposition 2.3. 
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(4)+(5) Suppose a E L, and let b = A Ess(a). If a < b, then b + a # 1. Thus, b + a 
has an essential prime q. Since ((q A b) + a) A b c q + a, we have 
(q+a)+as(((qr,b)+a)Ab)+a 
=((qr\b)+a)+(b+a) 
=(q+(b+a))+(b+a) 
where the last equality follows from Proposition 2.3. Note that every proper element 
of L is the meet of its minimal primes by the definition of essential prime. Thus, 
by Proposition 2.3, q E Ess(a), and so b G q. This contradicts Corollary 2.4. Thus, 
b + a = 1, and so b = a. 
(5)+(6) A representation by essential primes is irredundant by definition of 
essential prime. 
(6)+(4) Suppose a = r\P, where PC_ Pr(a), and this representation is irredun- 
dant. If p E P, and b = A {q E P 1 q Z p}, then a = p A p and b S p. By Proposition 2.3, 
p must be essential. 
(4)+(l) Let A be a sublocale of L, say A = L,, where j is a nucleus on L. Define 
j(a)=lh\{p~9’~I~~p}. It suffices to show that y(a)=j(a). Clearly, j(a)<;(a). 
Let b = j^(a) +j(a). If j(a) g j(u), then b # 1, and so b has an essential prime p. 
Since j(a) E L,, so is b, and hence, so is p = (p + b) + b. Thus, y(a) G p. This contra- 
dicts Corollary 2.4. Thus, ;((a) = j(a), for all a E L. This completes the proof. 0 
Note that if every sublocale of L is spatial, then in particular, L is spatial. Thus, 
we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. If NL is spatial, then L is spatial. 
Next, we take a closer look at the spaces involved. Suppose L = O(X), where X 
is a topological space. Let F c X be closed and x E F. We say x is a weakly isolated 
point of F if there is an open set V such that 0 # F n V’S {x}. X is weakly scattered 
if every nonempty closed set has a weakly isolated point. 
Weakly scattered spaces are considered by Simmons [4] under the name of 
‘corrupt’ spaces. In particular, he shows [4, Theorem 4.41 that X is weakly scattered 
iff L satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 3.4, i.e. NL is spatial. He also shows that 
if X is TO, then NL is Boolean iff X is scattered. With an additional assumption 
on X (X is T,), we have NL is Boolean iff X is scattered iff X is weakly scattered 
iff NL is spatial. To see the connection between weakly scattered spaces and the 
existence of essential primes we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Let F be a nonempty closed subset of a space X. Then, x is a weakly 
isolated point of F zflX\{x} is an essential prime of X\F. 
Proof. If x is weakly isolated in F, there is an open set V such that 0 # V n F c {x}. 
We shall first show that X\(x) is minimal. Suppose {x} c A where A is closed and 
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irreducible and assume {x} # A. Since A = {x} u (An (X\(x))) and A is closed and 
irreducible, we have that A = A n (X\(x)). Let w E V n F G {x}. Then, w E A and 
so w~An(X\{x}). Thus, VnAn(X\{x})#O. But, VnAn(X\{x})c Vn Fn -- 
X\(x) c {x} n X\(x)= 0, which is a contradiction. Thus, {x} = A, i.e. X\(x) is a 
minimal prime. To show that X\(x) is an essential prime of X\ F it suffices to show 
that VE A { UI U E Min(X\F), U # X\(x)}. F ix such a U. Since X\ U is an irreduc- 
ible closed set and X\U # {x}, it follows by an argument analogous to the one 
above that X\U = X\({x}u U). If Vg U, then VnX\((x>u U) #0 and hence 
Vn (X\({x1 u U) f 0. Thus _-.-.2 0Z Vn(X\(x})n(X\U)=(Vn(X\U))n 
(X\(x))& VnFn(X\{x})s{x}nX\{x}=0, h h w ic is a contradiction. Thus, VE 
U for all U E Min(X\F), U # X\(x), as desired. 
Conversely, if X\(x) is an essential prime of X\F, then X\F f 
A { Uj U E Min(X\F), U # X\(x)}. Choose x E F such that w is in the above meet. 
Then, there is an open set V such that VG U for all U as above. Suppose y E Vn F, 
YE{(X). Then, YE Vn(X\{x})c/j {U/ UcMin(X\F)}=X\F. Thus, YE(X) as 
desired and w E Vn FE {x}. This completes the proof. Cl 
Thus, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.7. A space X is weakly scattered iff the locale 6’(X) satisfies the equivalent 
conditions of Theorem 3.4. 
We obtain one more topological corollary of our main result. Consider the 
sublocale L(_,,),, of L, where a E L. Since a is the bottom element, Lc_,,,,, factors 
through the closed sublocale L,,.. Moreover, since a is the bottom element of L,,., 
and -+L= +L.,., it follows that L,_,,,,, = (L,,.),,. 
Corollary 3.8. O(X) has a nonspatial sublocale iflX has a closed subset F such that 
Q(F),, has no points (i.e. primes). 
4. An application to commutative ring theory 
We can now obtain an improved version of Kirby’s result. Recall that if R is a 
commutative ring with identity, then Spec R denotes the Zariski spectrum of R, and 
the locale O(Spec R) can be identitied with the locale Rad( R) of radical ideals of 
R. 
Theorem 4.1. The following are equivalent for a commutative ring R with identity. 
(1) Every sublocale of Rad( R) is spatial. 
(2) Spec R is weakly scattered. 
(3) Every quasi-radical operation of R is radical. 
(4) Every radical ideal of R has an essential prime divisor. 
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(5) Every radical ideal of R is the intersection of its essential prime divisors. 
(6) Every radical ideal of R has an irredundant representation as an intersection of 
prime ideals. 
Note. It has been pointed out to us by John Isbell that the condition ‘every sublocale 
has a point’ can be added to the equivalent conditions of Theorem 3.4. 
The implication ‘G=’ of Corollary 3.7 follows from the work of Simmons [4]. To 
prove it directly using Lemma 3.6 seems to require sobriety. 
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